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Being responsible practitioners of data, we would be remiss not to
ground the numbers presented in this round-up. The totals given are for
observed ransomware attacks, not total attacks that took place. Certain
ransomware groups carry out attacks by offering secrecy to their victims
as an added incentive for payment. If a negotiation leads to a successful
transaction in this case, the victim’s identity is not revealed, and stolen
data is kept from being released.
Conversely, certain groups will use publicity to pressure a victim into
payment or post a victim’s identity and data in the case of
noncompliance. We simply don’t know the number of ransomware
attacks where the victim pays for silence.

Threat Actor Behavior and Intel —
Findings from analyzing attacker
communications through negotiations
and dark web shame site activity.

New Threat Actor Groups —
“Xing Locker,” “PayOrGrief.” and
“MOTOCOS.”

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN
Back in May, ransomware
attacks garnered significant
national media attention. Recent
attacks against the Colonial
Pipeline and Washington D.C.
Metropolitan Police highlight
just how devastating the twopronged nature of ransomware
offensives can be.
While several high-profile
ransomware incidents received
disproportionate media
coverage, Tetra Defense
observed 229 additional
ransomware attacks in the
month of May. Here’s a quick
overview of what happened:
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Geographically, ransomware victims were spread over 43
countries with the majority being in the United States
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(45.45% of total) with Germany (6.93% of total), France
(6.06%), and the United Kingdom (5.63%) each taking top

United States, 45%

spots for ransomware victims.
Particularly interesting are several countries in this month’s
roster: China, Iran, and the Czech Republic, which aren’t
often seen in public ransomware attacks. Sodinokibi
ransomed a Chinese real estate holdings firm (revenue $490
million), while the Iranian ($343 million, automotive) and
Czech (law firm) ransom attacks were carried out by Nefilim
and Avaddon, respectively.
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Ransomware attacks spanned a number
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of different industries throughout the
month of May with manufacturing and
technology firms being most highly
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Across industries, the average reported revenue of
ransomware victims was just over $500 million*. This
is a salient factor as threat actors report using public
information on a victim’s revenue to determine
ransom demands. Ransomware victims in education,
manufacturing, mining, and technology had the
highest average revenue – each over $1 billion.
Education, though a relatively small proportion of
the month’s victims claimed the highest average
revenue at $2.8 billion, skewed right by an attack
carried out on a large American university.
*The exact figure here is $504,715,197.

THREAT ACTOR BEHAVIOR & INTEL

One component of Tetra’s threat
intelligence is analyzing threat actor

Of the ransomware groups, Avaddon and
Conti had the highest number of publicly
disclosed ransomware attacks.

behavior through interactions in
ransomware negotiations, observing their
activities on blogs and forums, and any
other measurable phenomena possible
to track.

Sodinokibi was the next most active threat
actor, though, with less than half the total
public attacks of either Avaddon or Conti.
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Sodinokibi displayed a consistent
stream of small victim postings
throughout the month.
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Avaddon’s pattern seemed to be
two consecutive days of posting
new victims followed by a week
of silence before repeating the
pattern.
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In terms of trend, Conti’s data
leaking behavior resulted in what
appears to be precipitous
“spikes,” posting victims en
masse twice throughout the
month with a steady stream of
smaller releases.

THREAT ACTOR BEHAVIOR & INTEL
Publicly disclosed ransomware attacks
For the month of May, we watched the release of new victims to find that the most common day of the week for a new victim to be posted is Thursday, followed
by Tuesday. Sensing that Avaddon and Conti might be skewing this metric, we excluded them from analysis, and after doing so, found Thursday was still the most
common day for a new victim to be posted on the dark web.
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NEW THREAT ACTOR GROUPS

Xing Locker

Observed in May 2021

Throughout the month, a number of ransomware actors shut down and
new ones emerged in their wake. The most well-publicized of shutdowns
was DarkSide, who announced they were ceasing operations as their sites
went offline (you can read more about this group in our blog post here).
No new attacks have been reported from this threat actor.
In the meantime, Tetra has tracked several new groups including:

PayOrGrief

MOTOCOS

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
Xing Locker

Xing Locker is a partner with the established Astro Team
ransomware group. Both maintain a nearly identical look
on their respective dark web sites and appear to engage
similar targets. Xing was first introduced as a partner on
the Astro Team blog.
Astro Team’s own site has gone offline, and it is unclear
whether this is temporary, or whether this indicates Astro’s
own cessation from the game as Xing takes its place.
Earlier in 2021, security vendor Sophos assessed
mounting evidence of a connection between ransomware
group Mount Locker and Astro Team. Whether evidence
of any first-degree connection between Mount Locker and
Xing Locker exists is not yet apparent but remains a
possibility to be explored.

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
PayOrGrief

In late May, this group claimed to be “the new generation” of
ransomware actors, one which no longer engages in discounts,
long negotiations, nor provides data proofs. Their encryption
creates two separate files for each original, one with the extension
“iwant2survive.html” and the other with “payOrgrief.”
Most threat actors will utilize similar methods and make the same
threats, often employing countdowns to instill a sense of urgency
in victims. During the course of negotiations, PayOrGrief takes a
more aggressive approach, discouraging negotiation by making
periodic releases of victim data on their leak site to elicit quick
compliance.
The sample size is small due to the ransomware group only being
a few weeks old, but some general trend analysis indicates that
the group will start releasing data 6 – 7 days after first encrypting
a victim’s systems if the ransom demand has not been met.

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
MOTOCOS

In similar vein to PayOrGrief, MOTOCOS is another new
ransomware group that seems to be taking a different approach
to negotiations. Whereas PayOrGrief takes an aggressive
approach to eliminate negotiations, acting on their threat and
releasing data just days after encrypting victim’s systems, Motocos
employs automation. This relatively new group claims to be using
a chat bot which will handle everything from sample file
decryption to payment. In a sample of the ransomware executable
obtained in late May 2021, Tetra Defense observed the following:
Executable: taskhos.exe
Ransom Note: Motocos_Readme.txt (1.71 KB)
Readme.txt (1.71 KB)
Ransomware_Readme.txt (1.71 KB)
Encryption file extension: .m02

It’s unclear whether after 5 days the
bot does indeed cease responding
to messages and the only recourse is
to pay the full ransom amount (which
increases by 0.1 BTC per day).
The ransom note also does not
indicate whether this threat actor has
exfiltrated data and no threat is
made for the release of information.

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
MOTOCOS

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
Taken together, PayOrGrief and MOTOCOS are two groups attempting a different approach to ransomware
negotiations. It’s too soon to tell whether this signals a potential shift in threat actor tactical approaches or whether
these are isolated phenomena.
Data from 144 ransomware incidents show that Tetra Defense succeeds at negotiating a final ransom payment
decrease (should a client organization decide to pay). If behavioral economics is any guide, mitigating loss is an even
stronger motivator than maximizing gain and for threat actors, settling on a payment far lower than the original asking
price could be seen as a significant loss.*
For this reason, eliminating negotiations may be an objective of threat actors seeking to minimize losses similar to how
“double extortion” (the act of encrypting data as well as exfiltrating and threatening sell or make data public) became
widely adopted in 2020 by threat actors seeking to increase profits.

*Kahneman, D., & Tversky, A. (1977). Prospect Theory. An Analysis of Decision Making Under Risk. doi:10.21236/ada045771; Tversky, A.,
& Kahneman, D. (2000). Advances in Prospect Theory: Cumulative Representation of Uncertainty. Choices, Values, and Frames, 44-66.
doi:10.1017/cbo9780511803475.004

ABOUT TETRA DEFENSE
GO BEYOND

Tetra Defense began with one goal in mind: To go beyond
what’s been done before. Backed by the experience of our
Cyber Defense Operations team, we provide Managed
Detection & Response services for clients to protect both
their endpoints and their inbox with a combination of leading
security tools, custom-built services, and the diligent
monitoring and insight from our team.
Through our continued growth and evolution, we have been
told that we do things differently, that we tackle the most
difficult tasks in stride, and that we stop at nothing to do
what's best for our clients.
We’re ready to help you actively defend against the latest
threats. Contact us here.

